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How	do	I	use	my	knowledge	
organiser?	

Bring	it	to	EVERY	lesson	
and	have	it	on	the	desk	
to	support	you	with	your	
classwork.	

LASACAWAC	
Look	
And	
Say	
And	
Cover	
And	
Write	
And	
Check	Get	your	family	or	friends	to	test	you.	

Make	a	poster	of	the	key	words	to	help	
your	revision.	

Green	pen	your	
answers	in	class	to	
improve	them	with	

key	terms.	

Homework	
Expectation	

Every	week	you	
should	be	set	
homework	from	your	
knowledge	organiser	
in	every	subject.	
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Section	A:	Lab	safety	
Topic:	Safety	symbols	

Knowledge	Organiser/	Science/	Lab	safety	and	Science	skills/	Year	7/	Term	1	Week	1-2	
Section	B:	Lab	equipment	

Topic:	Scientific	equipment	and	use	

Sections	C:	Science	skills	
Topic:	Hypothesis	&	

Prediction,	Experimental	
variables,		

Sections	D:	Science	skills	
Topic:	Planning	an	investigation	

Sections	E:	Science	skills	
Topic:	Presenting	data	and	Evaluating	data	



Knowledge	Organiser	Homework	Week	1	
Section	A	 Safety	symbols	 Why	are	safety	symbols	important?	

What	are	the	9	most	common	safety	symbols	found	in	a	science	lab?	
What	is	an	essential	piece	of	safety	equipment?	
Why	is	a	risk	assessment	important?	
What	does	hazard	mean?	

Section	B	
	

Scientific	equipment	and	use	 Explain	why	a	Bunsen	burner	flame	changes	when	the		air	hole	is	adjusted?	
What	is	a	heat	mat	used	for?	
Describe	the	lab	equipment	you	would	use	to	boil	a	liquid.?	
Describe	how	to	increase	the	temperature	of	a	Bunsen	burner	flame?	
When	would	you	use	a	measuring	cylinder?	Explain	why.	

Knowledge	Organiser	Homework	Week	2	
Section	C	

	
Science	skills	 What	are	independent,	dependent	and	control	variables	in	an	experiment?	Give	an	example	

Explain	why	control	variables	are	important?	Give	an	example.	

Section	D	
	

Science	skills	 Why	is	it	important	to	repeat	a	measurement?	
What	are	the	stages	in	planning	an	investigation?	

Section	E	
	

Science	skills	 What	are	the	7	essential	features	on	a	line	graph?	
How	should	a	line	of	best-fit	be	drawn?	
Which	variable	should	be	on	the	x-axis?	
Which	variable	should	be	on	the	y-axis?	
What	is	an	anomalous	result?	
Why	is	it	important	to	have	correct	scales	on	each	axis?	Give	an	example	

Questions	
Knowledge	Organiser/	Science/	Lab	safety	and	Science	skills/	Year	7/	Term	1	Week	1-2 



Parts	of	animal	and	plant	cells	

Nucleus	 Controls	everything	that	the	cell	does.	

Cell	
membrane	

This	is	a	thin	skin	that	controls	what	goes	into	
and	out	of	the	cell.	

Cytoplasm	 Where	chemical	reactions	happen.	

Only	found	in	plant	cells	

Cell	wall	 This	supports	the	cell	and	gives	it	shape.	

Vacuole	 Contains	cell	sap	and	stores	important	
chemicals.	

Chloroplasts	 These	trap	light	energy	so	that	plants	can	make	
food.	They	contain	chlorophyll	(makes	leaves	
look	green).	

Total	magnification	=		
magnification	of	eye	piece	lens		x	
magnification	of	objective	lens			

Movement	 Animals	move	from	place	to	
place.	Plants	move	by	
responding	to	light.	

Respiration	 Living	things	need	to	make	
energy.	

Sensitivity	 Living	things	react	to	changes	in	
their	environment.	

Growth	 Living	things	all	grow	over	their	
life	time.	

Reproduction	 Living	things	reproduce	to	
produce	offspring.	

Excretion	 Living	things	have	to	get	rid	of	
waste.	

Nutrition	 Living	things	need	to	take	in	
food.	

Cells	
Tissues	
Organs	

Organ	systems	
Organism	

increasing	size	

A	specialised	cell	is	one	that	is	adapted	to	perform	a	
specific	function	in	the	organism.	

Sperm	cell	 Long	tail	for	movement.	Contain	enzymes	
to	digest	some	of	the	egg	cell	in	order	to	
merge.	

Palisade	cell	 Found	in	plant	leaf.	Lots	of	chloroplasts	
to	maximise	photosynthesis.	

Root	hair	cell	 Found	in	plant	roots.	Large	surface	and	
thin	cell	wall	to	increase	absorption	of	
water	and	minerals	

Nerve	cell	 Long	cells	with	connections	at	the	end,	in	
order	to	carry	messages	to	parts	of	the	
body.	

Red	blood	cell	 Found	in	blood.	Does	not	have	a	nucleus,	
to	allow	it	to	carry	more	oxygen.	

White	blood	
cell	

Can	change	shape	to	easily	get	to	
infection	sites,	can	surround	and	engulf	
bacteria,	can	multiply	quickly.	

Multicellular	organisms-	consist	of	multiple	cells,	with	
separate	organelles.	
Unicellular	organisms-	consist	of	one	single	cell,	with	
separate	organelles.	

DIFFUSION	is	the	movement	
of	a	substance	from	a	high	
concentration	outside	the	
cell	to	a	low	concentration	
inside	the	cell.	

OSMOSIS	is	the	movement	
of	water	from	an	area	of	

high	water	concentration	to	
an	area	of	low	water	

concentration	across	a	cell	
membrane.	

Life	processes	-	MRS	GREN	

Examples	of	specialised	cells	
Diagram	of	animal	cell	

Diagram	of	plant	cell	

Knowledge	Organiser/	Science/	Organisms_	Cells/	Year	7/	Term	1	Week	3-4	Section	A:	Organisms	
Topic:	Cells	 Section	B:	Organisms	

Topic:	Specialised	cells	
Sections	C:	Organisms	

Topic:	Parts	of	a	microscope	
Sections	D:	Organisms	

Topic:	Diffusion	



Knowledge	Organiser	Homework	Week	3	
Section	A	

	
	
	
	
	

Section	B		
	

Cells	
	
	
	
	
	
Specialised	cells	
	

Draw	a	diagram	of	a	plant	cell	and	an	animal	cell	describing	the	function	of	each	part.		
Describe	the	differences	between	an	animal	cell	and	a	plant	cell	
Explain	the	role	of	chloroplasts	in	a	plant	cell.	
What	pigment	does	the	chloroplast	contain?	
Why	is	the	cell	wall	important	for	a	plant	cell?	
	
What	is	a	specialised	cell?	Give	examples.		
Use	examples	to	explain	why		cells	are	specialised.	
Define	a	unicellular	organism	and	give	three	examples.	
What	are	the	properties	of	a	nerve	cell?	
What	are	root	hair	cells?	
Describe	the	5	levels	of	organisation	using	an	example	organism	system.	
What	re	the	properties	of	a	red	blood	cell?	
Define	a	multicellular	organism	and	give	three	examples.	
What	is	the	function	of	a	palisade	cell?	
Why	are	white	blood	cell	important?	

Questions-	Knowledge	Organiser/	Science/	Organisms_	Cells/	Year	7/	Term	1	Week	3-4	

Knowledge	Organiser	Homework	Week	4	
Section	C	

	
	
	
	
	
	

Section	D	
	

Parts	of	a	microscope	
	
	
	
	
	
	
Diffusion	

Why	do	organisms	move?	
What	is	the	function	of	the	fine	focus	and	coarse	focus	dials	on	a	microscope?	
Why	do	organisms	respire?	
How	is	total	magnification	of	an	object	calculated?	Give	an	example	
Describe	the	seven	life	process	in	living	organisms.	
Why	do	organisms	excrete	waste?	
	
What	is	osmosis?	
What	is	diffusion?	
Describe	the	process	of	diffusion	using	an	example.	
Describe	the	process	of	osmosis	using	an	example.	
Explain	the	role	of	diffusion	in	gaseous	exchange	in	the	lung	
Explain	the	role	of	diffusion	during	absorption	of	nutrients	in	the	small	intestine?	



Effects	of	smoking	and	asthma	

Breathing	in	 Breathing	out	
-  Take	in	oxygen	
-  Diaphragm	goes	

down	
-  Ribs	expand	
-  Lungs	get	bigger	
-  Air	pressure	

decreases	in	the	
chest,	air	enters	
the	lungs	

-  Expel	carbon	dioxide	
-  Diaphragm	goes	up	
-  Ribs	move	inwards	
-  Lungs	get	smaller	
-  Air	pressure	increases	

in	the	chest,	air	is	
forced	out	of	the	lungs	

Effects	of	asthma	
-  Lining	of	the	airways	narrow	and	swell,	with	mucus	building	up	along	it	
-  Individual	may	start	wheezing,	coughing,	have	difficulty	breathing,	and	may	require	hospitalisation	in	severe	situations	
-  Can	be	treated	by	medication,	or	removing	triggers	(e.g.	dust	mites,	pollen)	

Effects	of	smoking	
-  Cigarettes	contain	a	number	of	harmful	chemicals,	such	as	tar,	carbon	monoxide,	nicotine	and	arsenic	
-  Can	result	in	different	types	of	cancer	e.g.	lung,	throat,	stomach	
-  Mucus	in	the	trachea	traps	dirt	particles	and	is	pushed	up	and	out	by	cilia,	preventing	it	from	getting	to	the	lungs.	Smoking	kills	
these	cilia,	and	the	mucus	gets	into	the	lungs,	preventing	the	lungs	from	working	effectively.	

Food	
group	

Role	 Example	

Carbohyd
rates	

Long	term	energy	store	 Simple-	sugar	(sweets),	
complex-	starch	(pasta,	potato)	

Lipids	
(fats)	

Source	of	energy	
Insulate	and	protect	
organs	

Butter,	meat,	dairy	

Proteins	 Growth	and	repair	of	
tissue	

Meat,	dairy,	nuts,	eggs	

Vitamins	
	

B-	Body	processes	
A-	Immune	system	
C-	Growth	and	repair	
D-	Bone	strength	

Cereals,	wholemeal,	leafy	
greens	
Green	vegetables,	orange	fruit/
veg	
Citrus,	kiwi	fruit,	peppers,	
potatoes	
Fish,	eggs,	liver	

Minerals	 Iron-	transport	oxygen	
in	blood	
Calcium-	supports	teeth	
and	bones	

Meat,	leafy	greens,	beans	
Dairy,	leafy	greens,	nuts,	soy	

Fibre	 Helps	to	pass	faeces	
easily	
Lowers	blood	
cholesterol	levels	

Beans,	wholemeal	bread,	
wholegrain	rice,	nuts,	pulses,	
cereals	

Water	 We	are	70%	water!	
Needed	for	transport	in	
the	body,	sweat,	tears	
and	urine	

Water!	
Tea,	juice,	vegetables,	fruit	

Daily	Basic	Energy	Requirement	(kiloJoules/day)	=	5.4	x	24	(hours)	x	
body	mass	(kg)	

Organ	 Role	 Enzymes	
found	

Mouth	 Physically	break	down	food	
Start	to	chemically	break	down	food	

Amylase	
(saliva)	

Stomach	 Mixes	food	with	enzymes	to	break	it	down	 Protease	

Liver	 Processes	blood	containing	nutrients	
Bile	helps	digest	fats	

Protease	
Lipase	

Pancreas	 Secretes	enzymes	into	the	small	intestine	
Makes	insulin	to	regulate	blood	sugar	

Carbohydrase	
Lipase	
Protease	

Small	
intestines	

Breaks	down	food	with	enzymes	from	the	
pancreas	and	bile	from	the	liver	
Absorbs	nutrients	

Large	
intestines	

Processes	waste	
Absorbs	any	remaining	water	

Rectum	 Receives	faeces	from	large	intestine	
Expels	waste	from	the	body	

Parts	of	the	respiratory	system	
Parts	of	the	digestive	system	and	their	functions	 Main	food	groups	and	their	roles	

Knowledge	Organiser/	Science/	Organisms_	Organ	systems	and	Nutrition/	Year	7/	Term	1	Week	5-7	Section	E:	Organisms	
Topic:	Respiratory	system	 Section	F:	Organisms	

Topic:	Digestive	system	
Sections	G:	Organisms	

Topic:	Nutrition	



Knowledge	Organiser	Homework	Week	5	
Section	E	

	
	
	
	
	
	

Respiratory	system	
	
	
	
	

What	are	the	major	organs	of	the	respiratory	system?	
Describe	the	processes	that	occur	when	human	breath	air	into,	and	expel	air	out	of,	the	lungs.	
Describe	the	effects	of	asthma.	
What	is	gas	is		taken	in	during	breathing?	
What	is	expelled	during	breathing?	
Describe	what	happens	to	intercostal	muscles	cause	the	ribs	to	move	outward	and	inward.	
What	gases	are	exchanged	in	the	lungs?	Describe	how	this	occurs.	
Describe	the	effects	of	smoking	cigarettes	on	lung	function.	
What	causes	air	to	enter	and	exit	the	lung?	
What	are	the	effect	of	smoking	on	the	respiratory	system?	

Questions-	Knowledge	Organiser/	Science/	Organisms_	Organ	systems	and	Nutrition/	Year	7/	Term	1	Week	5-7	

Knowledge	Organiser	Homework	Week	6	
Section	F	 Digestive	system	 Draw	a	diagram	of	the	human	digestive	system	and	label	the	7	major	organs	

What	is	a	carbohydrase?	Give	examples	and	where	they	are	found	in	the	digestive	system.	
What	is	a	protease?	Give	examples	and	where	they	are	found	in	the	digestive	system	
What	is	the	role	of	the	large	intestine?	
What	role	does	the	pancreas	have	in	digestion?	
What	is	a	lipase?	Give	examples	and	where	they	are	found	in	the	digestive	system.	
Why	does	chewing	food	thoroughly	improve	digestion?	
What	is	the	role	of	the	rectum?	
What	is	the	role	of	the	stomach?	
Where	does	absorption	occur	in	the	digestive	system?	

Knowledge	Organiser	Homework	Week	7	
Section	G	 Nutrition	 What	are	the	main	food	groups?	

Why	are	minerals	and	vitamins	important	for	healthy	nutrition?	
What	is	the	role	of	proteins	in	the	human	body?	Give	examples.	
How	much	of	the	human	body	is	water?	
What	is	the	role	of	vitamin	B?	
Describe	how	to	calculate	the	daily	basic	energy	requirement	
What	is	the	role	of	carbohydrates	in	the	human	body?	Give	examples.	
What	are	the	role	of	vitamins	C	and	D?	
What	is	the	role	of	lipids	in	the	human	body?	Give	examples.	
What	is	the	role	of	vitamin	A?	



Sensory	language	 The five senses are: sight, sound, touch, taste, 
smell. Use of the senses makes your description 
vivid and engages the reader. 

“I could feel the steady trickle of sweat across my face, and as I 
stumbled over the cracked earth I was pursued by the furious buzzing 
of flies.” 

Simile	 A	descriptive	technique	that	compares	one	thing	with	
another,	usually	using	'as'	or	'like‘	

“The	trees	stood	as	tall	as	towers.”	

Metaphor	 A	descriptive	technique	that	names	a	person,	thing	or	
action	as	something	else.		

“The	circus	was	a	magnet	for	the	children.”	

Personification	 Describing	something	non-human	as	if	it	were	human.	 “Sunlight	danced	on	the	water	as	we	headed	out	to	sea.”	

Pathetic	fallacy	 Where	emotions	are	given	to	a	setting,	or	the	weather,	and	
this	is	used	to	reflect	the	mood	of	your	character(s).	

“The	clouds	crowded	together	suspiciously	overhead	as	the	sky	
darkened.”	

Extended	
metaphor	

A	metaphor	which	spans	an	entire	passage	or	story,	(made	
up	of	linked	individual	metaphors).		

Eg.	A	story	where	the	mountains	are	repeatedly	compared,	in	different	
ways,	to	monsters.		

Colons (:)  Say ‘here is something- this is important.’ “She	knew	one	thing	and	one	thing	only:	she	
was	lost.”	

Semicolons (;)  Link together two equal, independent ideas.  “The	room	filled	with	smoke;	I	froze	in	panic.”	

Dashes (-)  Link together two ideas, but tend to imply the second idea is 
slightly more important than the first. Also create pauses, 
emphasis, or show unfinished ideas.  

“The	white	sand,	the	warm	water,	the	sparkling	
sun—this	is	what	brought	them	to	Hawaii.”	

Parentheses 
(Brackets, 
double commas 
and dashes)  

Can add in asides, throwing in extra information that may be 
amusing or unnecessary. “Neharika	wore	the	blue	shoes	(her	sister,	

Amrita,	had	already	chosen	the	red	ones).”	

Commas	(,)		 Can	create	subordination,	making	one	idea	dependant	on	another.		 “Even	though	Sam	did	not	believe	in	Giants,	
there	was	no	doubt	that	at	this	moment	he	was	
being	chased	by	a	giant	dog.”		

Ellipsis	(…)		 Three	dots	in	a	row	are	called	ellipsis	and	can	be	used	to	signify	that	
something	is	missing.	It	is	mainly	useful	in	dialogue.	

‘"I	wonder…"	said	Harry.’		

Structure	and	paragraphing	
·  Tip Tops: move onto a new paragraph when you have a change of- Time, Place, Topic, or Person/Speaker.  

·  Short/one sentence paragraphs: Isolate information, make it stand out for emphasis/impact.  

·  Longer paragraphs: develop key images, characters or ideas.  

·  Linear narrative (chronological): creates a natural flow to the story.  

·  Non-linear narrative: paragraphs may move back or forwards in time, or include flashbacks. It can build suspense and 
intrigue in unusual ways. 

Language devices 

Punctuation for effect 

Imaginative Writing – Knowledge Organiser 

First-person	
narrative	

This is a narrative written in the first person (‘I’). - The ‘I’ can be the main character or a less important character who is witnessing 
events. Effective in giving a sense of closeness to the character. Allows the story to be told in the character’s distinctive voice and 
language. Describing the narrator’s feeling can bring descriptive writing to life too.  

Third-
person	
narrative	

This is a narrative written in the third person. The narrator is not one of the characters in the story. Characters are referred to by 
name or as ‘he’ or ‘she’. The narrator can see into any character’s mind and reveal their thoughts and feelings to the reader. You 
could also use a ‘omniscient’  (all-knowing) third-person narrator. This type of narrator knows everything about all the 
characters and events. 

Split-
narrative	

Split-narrative	is	when	you	divide	your	story	between	two	or	more	(usually	first-person)	narrators.	Allows	both	sides	of	a	
story	to	be	told.	Can	offer	variety	and	contrast,	eg.	balance	out	a	weird	or	nutty	narrator	with	a	more	normal	one,	or	allow	
two	flawed	narratives	to	complement	each	other..	Lends	itself	well	to	stories	involving	a	core	mystery,	as	it	allows	you	to	
conceal	information	from	the	reader.	

Unreliable-
narrator	

Usually	a	first-person	narrator,	where	the	story	cannot	be	taken	at	face	value	because	the	character	narrating	is	either:	
insane,	lying,	deluded,	etc.	The	narrator	may:	contradict	themselves,	lie	to	other	characters,	have	gaps	in	memory,	have	
delusions	of	grandeur,	hear	voices,	have	hallucinations.	Sometimes,	the	unreliability	of	the	narrator	is	only	gradually	
revealed.		

Narrative voice and feelings 

Start	with	an	adjective:	 “Terrible	secrets	were	hidden	in	his	diary.”	
With	a	verb:	 “Lying	between	the	pages	of	his	diary	were	terrible	secrets.”	
With	an	adverb:	 “Furiously,	he	accused	his	sister	of	reading	his	secret	diary.”	
With	a	preposition:	 “Beneath	the	bed,	he	hid	his	diary.”	
With	a	pronoun:		 “He	realised	he	should	have	locked	his	diary	away.”	
With	a	connective:	 “Because	her	brother	was	careless,	Sarah	easily	found	his	diary.”	
With	a	noun:		 “Sarah	gleefully	opened	her	brother’s	diary	and	began	to	read.”	

Varied sentence and paragraph openings 

Simple sentence Made up of one main clause. Always has at least one noun and one verb. Effect: High impact, short and 
snappy. Used to build suspense. Good way to end paragraphs. Work well after a few longer sentences. 	
 
“John	fled	from	the	dog.”	
 

Compound sentence Joins two simple sentences using the conjunctions: for, and, nor, but, or yet, so 
(FANBOYS). Effect: Good for linking ideas and for zooming in on detail.	
“Waves crashed behind them but John couldn’t hear anything.”    

Complex sentence Has a subordinate clause that will not make sense by itself. Contains a conjunction or 
connective and usually has a comma. Effect: Good for zooming in on detail or for giving in-
depth information about a character or situation.	
“Although he did not believe in giants, he most certainly was being chased by a giant dog.” 

Minor and one word 
sentences.  

Exclamation and interjections – ("Wow" and "What the hell”) 
Answers to questions -  ("Not right now"), self-identification -  ("Mary here”)	
Imperatives -  ("Go!”) 	

A variety of sentence types for effect 



Knowledge	Organiser	Questions	for	English-	Imaginative	Writing-	Year	7-	Autumn	

Week	1	

Narrative	
Voice	and	
Feelings	

1.	Define	a	first	person	narrative.	

2.	What	effect	does	a	first	person	narrative	create	in	a	story?	

3.	Define	a	third	person	narrative.	

4.	What	effect	does	a	first	person	narrative	create	in	a	story?	

5.	Define	‘omniscient’	and	how	it	is	used	as	a	narrative	voice.		

Week	2	

Language	
Devices		

1.	What	is	sensory	language	and	how	is	it	used	in	writing?		

2.	Define	simile	and	give	an	example.	

3.	Define	metaphor	and	give	an	example.	

4.	Define	personification	and	give	an	example.	

5.	Define	pathetic	fallacy	and	give	an	example.		

Week	3	

A	Variety	of	
Sentence	
Lengths	for	
Effect	

1.	What	is	a	simple	sentence?	What	is	the	effect	of	a	simple	sentence?	Give	an	example.	

2.	What	is	a	compound	sentence?	What	is	the	effect	of	a	compound	sentence?	Give	an	example.	

3.	What	is	a	complex	sentence?	What	is	the	effect	of	a	complex	sentence?	Give	an	example.	

4.	What	is	a	minor	sentence?	What	is	the	effect	of	a	minor	sentence?	Give	an	example.	

5.	What	is	a	subordinate	clause?	What	type	of	sentence	is	it	used	in?	Why?	

Week	4	

Structure	
and	
Paragraphing		

1.	What	does	Tip	Tops	stand	for?	

2.	What	is	the	effect	of	short/one	sentence	paragraphs?	

3.	What	are	longer	paragraphs	used	to	develop?	

4.	What	is	a	Linear	narrative?	What	effect	does	it	create	in	a	story?	

5.	What	is	a	Non-linear	narrative?	What	effect	does	it	create	in	a	story?	

Week	5	

Varied	
sentence	
and	
Paragraph	
Openings		

1.	What	is	a	verb?	Start	a	sentence	with	a	verb.	

2.	What	is	an	adverb?	Start	a	sentence	with	an	adverb.	

3.	What	is	an	adjective?	Start	a	sentence	with	an	adjective.	

4.	What	is	a	preposition?	Start	a	sentence	with	a	proposition.		

5.	What	is	a	noun?	Start	a	sentence	with	a	noun.		

Week	6	

Punctuation	
for	effect	

1.	What	is	a	colon?	Write	a	sentence	using	a	colon.	

2.	What	is	a	semi-colon?	Write	a	sentence	using	a	semi-colon.	

3.	What	is	a	dash?	What	effect	does	it	create	in	a	sentence?	

4.	What	is	a	comma?	Use	a	comma	in	a	sentence.	

5.	What	is	ellipsis?	What	effect	does	ellipsis	create	in	a	story?	

	



	Year	7	–	What	is	a	Geographer?	

1.	The	Continents	and	Oceans	

	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	

4.	4	Figure	Grid	References	

• Ordnance	Survey	maps	have	numbered	gridlines	drawn	on	
them.			
• The	lines	running	up	and	down	the	page	are	called	eastings	
(because	their	numbers	get	higher	as	you	move	eastwards)			
• The	lines	running	across	the	map	are	known	as	northings	
(because	their	numbers	get	higher	as	you	move	northwards).		
• Remember	–	Along	the	corridor	and	up	the	stairs.	

	

	

2.	Map	Symbols	

3.	Scale	and	Distance	

•  Map	scale	refers	to	the	relationship	(or	ratio)	between	
distance	on	a	map	and	the	corresponding	distance	on	the	
ground	

	
•  Maps	should	always	have	a	scale	which	can	be	shown	with	a	

ratio	e.g.	1:50,000	(which	means	1	cm	on	the	map	equals	
50,000cm	(or	0.5km)	in	real	life	or	a	scale	line	which	you	can	
put	your	ruler	alongside	to	see	what	distance	is	represented	
by	1cm	on	the	map.	

5.	6	Figure	Grid	References	

	

Step	1:	Find	the	four-figure	reference.	

Step	2:	Imagine	this	square	is	divided	up	into	100	tiny	
squares,	10	along	the	bottom	and	10	up	the	side.	
Step	3:	Still	remembering	to	go	along	the	corridor	and	
then	up	the	stairs,	estimate	how	far	across	and	then	up	
the	square	the	feature	is.	476	334	

Step	1:	Go	along	the	bottom	of	the	map	until	you	reach	the	
left	hand		side		of	the	square	you	require	(	the	easting)	
Step	2:	Then,	go	up	the	side	of	the	map	until	you	reach	the	
northing	that	forms	the	bottom	side	of	the	square	your	
trying	to	locate	e.g.	33	
Step	3:	Now	put	your	two	answers	together	e.g.	47	33.	
There	is	no	need	to	add	brackets,	commas,	dashes	

6.	Geographical	Investigations	

Hypothesis	 A	prediction	that	you	can	prove	or	
disprove	

Primary	
Fieldwork	
Methods	

Data	that	is	collected	first	hand	such	as	
questionnaires	or	landuse	surveys	

Secondary	
Fieldwork	
Methods	

Data	that	is	collected	by	someone	else	e.g	
Census	data	

Data	
Presentation	

Ways	of	showing	data	graphically	such	as	
bar	charts	and	line	graphs	

Year	7	Geography	–	Map	Skills	



Year	7	Geography		-	Map	Skills	

Week	
1	

1. What	are	the	name	of	the	7	continents?	
2. Which	continent	is	south	of	Europe?	
3. What	is	the	name	of	the	ocean	between	Europe	and	America?	
4. What	is	the	name	of	the	ocean	north	of	Antarctica?	
5. What	continent	is	the	United	Kingdom	on?	

Week	
2	

1. What	is	the	map	symbol	for	a	motorway?	
2. What	is	the	map	symbol	for	a	car	park?	
3. What	is	the	map	symbol	for	a	bridge?	
4. What	is	the	map	symbol	for	a	bus	station?	
5. What	is	the	map	symbol	for	a	place	of	worship?	

Week	
3	

1. What	is	scale?	
2. What	measurement	is	scale	always	shown	in?	
3. If	a	map	had	a	scale	of	1:50,	000,	what	distance	would	1	cm	on	this	map	this	be	in	reality?	
4. If	a	map	had	a	scale	of	1:25,	000,	what	distance	would	1	cm	on	this	map	this	be	in	reality?	
5. If	a	map	had	a	scale	of	1:30,	000,	what	distance	would	1	cm	on	this	map	this	be	in	reality?	

Week	
4	

1. What	does	OS	stand	for	in	OS	Maps?	
2. What	are	the	lines	called	which	run	vertically	on	the	OS	map?	
3. What	are	the	lines	called	which	run	horizontally	on	the	OS	map?	
4. Which	number	do	you	give	first	when	giving	a	for	figure	grid	reference?	
5. What	are	the	two	4	figure	grid	references	of	the	motorway?	

Week	
5	

1. How	many	numbers	does	a	6	figure	grid	reference	have?	
2. How	many	boxes	should	you	divide	the	main	box	into	to	get	a	six	figure	grid	reference?	
3. What	is	the	6	figure	grid	reference	for	the	tourist	information	centre?	
4. What	is	the	6	figure	grid	reference	for	the	junction	of	the	road	(where	two	roads	meet)?	
5. What	is	the	6	figure	grid	reference	for	the	forest?	

Week	
6	

1. What	is	a	geographical	investigation?	
2. What	is	a	hypothesis?	Can	you	give	an	example?	
3. What	is	a	primary	fieldwork	method?	Can	you	give	an	example?	
4. What	is	a	secondary	fieldwork	method?	Can	you	give	an	example?	
5. What	is	data	presentation?	Can	you	give	an	example?	

	



 
 

Section 1: 

Topic A: 3000 years of Ancient Egyptian history is 
divided into 31 dynasties ruled by 
Pharaohs. Some of the more famous were:  
(i) Akhenaten, (ii) Tutankhamen, (iii) Hatshepsut 
(female pharaoh) (Iv) Amenhotep III (v) Ramses 
II (vi) Cleopatra VII: (Last Pharaoh and female) 
 
Topic B: Culture:  
EDUCATION: Most of the Egyptian population did 
not receive formal education; this was reserved 
for wealthier boys and royal girls.   
GODS: Egyptians worshipped lots of Gods. 
Important ones were Nu (father of Gods), Amun 
(Sun and Air symbol), Amaunet (female symbol) 
BIRTHS: Women of status gave birth near the 
temple so the Gods could help. If the child was a 
male royal, sacrifices were made in celebration.  
DEATHS: Egyptians believed in the after world 
and they mummified the body.  
 
Topic C Medicine: The ancient Egyptians believed 
in prayer and natural remedies to treat illnesses. 
They used opium as pain relief, honey as an 
antiseptic and wore eye amulets around their 
necks to ward off evil disease demons!  

Topic D: Warfare: The central government relied 
on regional governors (nomarchs) to supply men 
for the king. The soldiers would use bows and 
spears to fight their enemies 

Section 2 Topic A Rulers: Greece was 
divided up into small city-states like 
Athens and Sparta. Each had their own 
governments, laws and army. 
Alexander the Great did control the 
whole of Greece and beyond!  
 
Topic B Culture:  
EDUCATION: The purpose of 
education in Athens was to produce 
good citizens. In Sparta, it was to 
produce a powerful army. 
GODS: The Olympians were 
worshipped and Zeus was the Father 
of these Gods 
BIRTHS: Eileithyia was the special 
goddess for childbirth. 
DEATHS: Greeks believed the soul 
journeyed to a place called the 
Underworld (Hades).  
 
Topic C: Medicine: Hippocrates was a 
famous Greek doctor who believed in 
a good diet, exercise and the four 
humours. Doctors still say the 
‘Hippocratic Oath’ today 
 
Topic D Warfare: The 'hoplite' was a 
foot soldier, who fought with a spear 
and a shield for protection. Hoplites 
fought as a team known as a ‘phalanx’.  

  Section 3 Topic A Rulers: Rule was passed down through the family, occasionally to women. 
Rulers were considered Gods and therefore were to be obeyed  
Topic B Culture: EDUCATION: Bark paper and 700 glyphs (symbols) were used for the alphabet.  
GODS: Believed they could communicate with the Gods through bloodletting 
 BIRTHS: Mayans believed Midwives were assigned their role from God through signs and visions  
DEATHS: The Maya dead were laid to rest with maize placed in their mouth as a symbol of rebirth 
and to eat on the journey! A Jade stone was also used to pay for their journey to the other world  

  

Topic C: Medicine: Since religion and medicine were closely 
connected, spiritual healers (shamans) were trained in both. 
Evidence suggests Mayans stitched wounds with human hair! 
 
Topic D Warfare: There is no evidence of a central army but 
Mayans did fight to gain territory. The Maya offered the blood 
of prisoners captured during warfare to satisfy the Gods. 
 

 

 

  

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

Section 1 Topic E: Ancient 
Egyptian timeline 
 
6000 BC people settled in 
the Nile Valley 
5000BC people farmed 
sheep and cattle in the 
Nile Valley 
4500 BC First sails were 
used on Egyptian ships  
3500BC Craftsmen used 
hieroglyphics in their wall 
paintings 
300BC Walled towns and 
villages were built in 
Egypt 
2500 BC Great Sphinx and 
Pyramid of Giza built 
1555BC Many of the 
tombs were built in the 
Valley of the Kings 
1235BC Tutankhamen 
was buried in the Valley 
of the Kings 
332 BC Egypt was invaded 
by Alexander the Great (A 
Greek!) 
32BC Cleopatra married 
Roman, Mark Anthony. 
30BC Cleopatra dies  
 

Section 2 Topic E: Ancient Greek 
Timeline: 

800BC – 480 BC: The Archaic Period. 
City states such as Athens and 
Sparta began to form 
776 BC - The first Olympic Games  
600 BC -First Greek coins are made  
570 BC - Pythagoras is born.  
508 BC – Cleisthenes introduced 
democracy in Athens  
480 BC- 323 BC: Classical Period 
490 BC - The Battle of Marathon 
(Greek V Persians)  
432 BC - The temple to Athena, built 
in Athens  
431 BC - Peloponnesian Wars 
(Sparta V Athens) 
399 BC - Socrates executed for 
corrupting the minds of the youth of 
Athens 
386 BC - Plato opens Academy for 
higher learning 
336 BC - Alexander the Great 
becomes king (father, Philip of 
Macedon is assassinated). 
332 BC - Alexander conquers Egypt  
323BC – 146BC: Greek Hellenistic 
Period   
323BC Alexander dies 
146 BC - Rome conquers Greece 
making it part of Roman Empire. 
 

  
 



 
 

Section 4:  

Topic A rulers: China was ruled 
by an emperor for over 2000 
years, passed from father to son. 
The first emperor was Qin Shi 
Huang in 221BC after he united 
all of China. The last was Puyi of 
the Qing Dynasty who was 
overthrown in 1912.  
Topic C: Culture:  
EDUCATION: Wealthy boys 
prepared for government, 
religion, and war. They were 
taught how to use a bow and 
arrow and how to be respectful  
RELIGION: Taoism: Believed all 
forces must be balanced. 
Confucianism: Made rules about 
how people behave and live.  
Buddhism: Ideas of ‘rebirth and 
Karma.  
BIRTHS: Hour, day, month and 
year of birth dictate the 8 
characters baby is born under, 
which will impact on their life 
DEATHS: Rituals involved 
communicating with the 
ancestors so they could 
welcome dead to afterlife. 
Topic D Medicine: The Chinese 
used several plants to help make 
mixtures to heal people. They 
also invented acupuncture 4,000 
years ago 
Topic E: Warfare: The bow and 
arrow was most frequently used 
in Ancient China. Bowmen often 
started the fighting by firing at 
the enemy 

Section 5: 

Topic A rulers: Rome was originally 
led by kings, which were replaced by 
the senate (men who made 
decisions). Augustus was the first 
Emperor; Rome was ruled by 
emperors until its collapse.  
Topic B: Culture:  
EDUCATION: was given by the family 
until the Romans adopted the Greek 
system; paying a tutor to educate 
groups of boys. This meant poor 
children did not attend.  
GODS: Roman religion borrowed 
from the Greeks. Some of the 
famous Gods were Jupiter (ruled 
over earth) and Juno (Goddess for 
women). These were then replaced 
with Christianity in 306AD 
BIRTHS: Women were supported by 
family or could pay a midwife if they 
were rich. The baby was named and 
wore an amulet to ward off evil 
spirits.  
DEATHS: Romans practiced 
inhumation (burial) or cremation 
(burning) of the dead.  
Topic C Medicine: Fresh water and 
sewage systems meant hygiene in 
Ancient Rome improved. Romans 
believed bad smells or imbalance of 
the four humours caused disease 
Topic D: Warfare: The Roman army 
was central to the Empire. Because it 
was well-trained, well-equipped, and 
well-organised, it was one of the 
most successful armies in world 
history. They used the roads to travel 
quickly and surprise their enemy 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Section 3 Mayan timeline 
Topic E 
2000 BC - Farming villages 
form across the Maya region. 
1500 BC - The Olmec 
civilisation develops 
700 BC - Mayan writing first 
starts to develop. 
600 BC – Farming increases. 
Cities begin to grow  
600 BC - Tikal settlement 
formed.  
400 BC - First Mayan 
calendars carved in stone. 
300 BC - The Maya adopt a 
monarchy for their 
government, ruled by kings. 
100 BC - The city-state of 
Teotihuacan is established in 
the Valley of Mexico 
100 BC - First pyramids are 
built. 
Classic Period (250 to 
900AD).  
The ‘golden age’ when most 
of the cultural achievements 
of took place  
400 AD - Teotihuacan rules 
over the Maya  
600 AD -Teotihuacan declines  
900 AD - Cities collapse and 
Teotihuacan is abandoned. 
The reason is a mystery to 
archaeologists.  
Post-classic Period (900-1500 
AD)  
Colonial Period (1500 AD) 
 

 

Section 4 Topic E: Ancient 
Chinese timeline 
8000 - 2205 BC: Early 
Chinese settlers build small 
villages and farm  
2696 BC: Yellow Emperor 
rules. Silk invented  
2205 - 1575 BC: Chinese 
make bronze. 
551 BC: Philosopher 
Confucius is born.  
500 BC: Cast iron is invented  
342 BC: Crossbow is used 
221 BC: The Great Wall of 
China is built  
220 BC: Writing system 
becomes standardised  
210 BC: Terra Cotta Army is 
buried with Emperor Qin.  
210 BC: Umbrella invented.  
104 BC Taichu calendar 
created  
2 AD: Size of the Chinese 
Empire is 60 million people.  
250: Buddhism introduced.  
1044: Earliest date for use of 
gunpowder recorded.  
1200: Genghis Khan unites 
the Mongol tribes  
1405: Building of Forbidden 
City starts 
1420: Beijing becomes the 
new capital.  
1517: Portuguese traders 
first arrive in the country.  
 
 
 
 

Section 5 Topic E: 
Roman timeline 
753 BC - The city of 
Rome is founded.  
509 BC - Rome 
becomes a republic. 
73 BC – Gladiator, 
Spartacus leads 
uprising.  
45 BC - Julius Caesar 
becomes first dictator 
of Rome.  
44 BC - Julius Caesar is 
assassinated  
27 B - Roman Empire 
begins. Augustus is 1st 
Emperor.  
50AD The Romans 
invade England  
64 AD - Rome burns! 
80 AD - Colosseum 
built.  
121 AD - Hadrians Wall 
built.  
306 AD - Rome 
becomes a Christian 
empire.  
395 AD - Rome splits 
into two empires. 
450AD Romans leave 
England  
476 AD -End of 
Western Roman 
Empire and the fall of 
Ancient Rome.  
1453 AD – Byzantine 
(Eastern) Empire falls 
with Ottoman Empire 
 



 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Section 1: The Ancient Egyptians. Study Topic E 

1. When did people settle in the Nile Valley? 

6000BC         3000BC      300AD     600AD 

2. When was the Pyramid of Giza built? 

3. When was Tutankhamen buried in the 

Valley of the Kings? 

1235BC         500BC      2235BC      

4. What Greek figure invaded Egypt? 

5. In what decade did Cleopatra marry Mark 
Anthony and die? 
30s BC         40sBC        50s BC      60s BC 

 

Section 1: The Ancient Egyptians. Study Topic A, 

B C and D 

1. Name one female pharaoh 

2. What sort of girls received a formal 

education 

3. What did Egyptians do to the body when 

someone died 

4. What did the Egyptians use honey for? 

5. What weapons would the Egyptians use 

when they were fighting? 

Section 2: The Ancient Greeks. Study Topic A and 

E 

1. Name one city state within Greece 

2. Which Greek figure controlled all of 

Greece? 

3. When was democracy introduced in 

Athens? 

208BC              308BC          408BC     508 BC        

4. When do the Romans invade England? 

5. When do the Romans leave England? 

Section 2: The Ancient Greeks Study Topics B 

and E 

1. What was the difference between 

education in Athens and in Sparta? 

2. Who was the father of the Gods? 

3. What was Eileithyia the special Goddess 

for? 

4. What was the underworld called in 

Ancient Greece? 

5. In 432BC a temple was built. Which 

Goddess was it built for? 

Section 2: The Ancient Greeks Study Topics C, D 

and E 

1. Who was Hippocrates? 

2. What impact has he has on medicine 

today? 

3. What was a foot soldier called? 

4. What is a ‘phalanx’? 

5. Why was Socrates executed? 

Section 3: The Ancient Mayans. Study Topic A 
and E 

1. The rulers of Maya were considered to be 
normal people. True or false? 

2. When did farming villages develop in 
Maya? 

6000BC          4000BC         2000BC         1000BC 
3. In 700 BC what important event occurred? 

HINT: Similar to the Egyptians) 
4. In 300BC The Mayan made an important 

change to how they were rued. What was 
it? 

5. Where did the Mayans carve their 
calendars? 

6. In 9000AD Teotihuacan is abandoned and 
archaeologists have no idea why. True or 
false? 

 



 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Section 3: The Ancient Mayans. Study Topic B, C 

and D 

6. What were glyphs? 

7. How did Mayans believe they could 

communicate with the Gods? 

8. What was placed in the mouth of a dead 

Mayan body? Why? 

9. What were spiritual healers called? 

10. After war, what did Mayan offer to satisfy 

the Gods 

 

Section 4 The Ancient Chinese. Study topics A 

and E:  

1. Who was the first emperor of China? 

2. Who was the last emperor of China? 

3. When was Confucius born? 

551BC              51BC            5551BC              5BC 

4. Name two things the Chinese invented 

5. When is the Great Wall of China built? 

2221BC              221AD          221BC              21BC 

 

Section 4: The Ancient Chinese. Study topics B, C 

and D 

1. What were boys taught at school? 

2. Name the three religions that existed 

within Ancient China? 

3. Why is the day, month, and year a baby is 

born considered important in Ancient 

Chinese culture? 

4. What did the Chinese invent 4,000 years 

ago? 

5. What weapon was most frequently used 

in China? 

Section 5 The Romans. Study Topic B and E 

1. Which system of education did the 

Romans copy? 

2. Who did the Goddess Juno represent? 

3. Why did babies wear amulets? 

4. Romans always buried their dead. True or 

false? 

5. When did Rome become a Christian 

Empire? 

3006BC                306BC             306AD             36BC 

 

Section 5 The Romans. Study C, D and E 

1. How did the Romans improve hygiene 

within the Empire?  

2. Which idea cause of disease did the 

Roman share with the Greeks? 

3. Give three reasons the Roman army was 

one of the most successful in world 

history.  

4. How did Roman soldiers travel quickly? 

5. The Roman Empire split into two different 

sections (east and West). Did these 

collapse at the same time? 

 

Section 5 The Romans. Study Topic A and E 

1. What was the senate? 

2. Who was the first Roman Emperor? 

3. When was the city of Rome founded? 

7BC              753AD               753BC       7AD 

4. Which gladiator led an uprising? 

5. When did the Romans invade and leave 

England? 







LANGAUGES - Knowledge organiser test sheet:  1) The sheet is in 6 sections, learn a section per week.  2) Write in the 10 
Target Language words/phrases you find most difficult and test yourself. Mark as ✓ or  x .  3) Use the bottom of the sheet 
to note down the words/structures you keep getting wrong.   4) Use a website such as Memrise or Quizlet to learn the 
words/phrases by heart .   5) Use strategies you have learned in the learning and memory conference (e.g. Look, Say, 
Cover, Write, Check etc ). 

Week 1           Week 2  

Target Language 
Word/Phrase 

English word/phrase (Y/N) 

✓/x 
Target Language 
Word/Phrase 

English word (Y/N) 

✓/x 

                                                                                  

      

      

      

      

      

      

      

      

      
Week 3           Week 4  

Target Language 
Word/Phrase 

English word/phrase (Y/N) 

✓/x 
Target Language 
Word/Phrase 

English word (Y/N) 

✓/x 

      

      

      

      

      

      

      

      

      

      
Week 5               Week 6    

Target Language 
Word/Phrase 

English word/phrase (Y/N) 

✓/x 
Target Language 
Word/Phrase 

English word (Y/N) 

✓/x 

      

      

      

      

      

      

      

      

      

      
 

Words/structures I find most difficult 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 



	 Religion and Philosophy Knowledge Organiser - Year 7: Ancient Greek Philosophy 

2. Socrates (469-399 BCE): 

 
 

Socrates devoted his later life to 
discussions that questioned the truth 
about popular opinions.  
 
He did not have his own definition of 
truth, he only believed in questioning 
what others believed as truth.  His 
methods became known as the ‘Socratic 
Method’. 
 

He didn’t write anything down, so 
detailed information about him comes 
from his students, such as Plato. 
 
Read about Socrates: 
http://www.philosophyslam.org/socrates.
html  
 
 
	

3. Plato (428-354 BCE): 

 

 

Plato founded the first university, called 
the Academy. There, students focused on 
important questions such as "What is the 
self?" and "What is human nature?"   

Aristotle was one of his star pupils.   

He believed that there are unchanging 
truths about all things for example, there 
are many breeds of horses, but there are 
definite things that define ‘horseness’ 
about them all.  He illustrated this with his 
famous ‘allegory of the cave’. 

Read about Plato: 
http://www.philosophyslam.org/plato.html 
 
Watch a video about Plato’s Allegory of the 
Cave by Alex Gendler: Ted Ed (on youtube) 

4. Aristotle (384-322 BCE):  

 

When he was 17, Aristotle was sent to 
Athens to study at Plato's Academy. He 
stayed at the Academy for 20 years as a 
student and then as a teacher.  Later he was 
the tutor of Alexander (the Great). 

Aristotle's philosophy stresses biology, 
instead of mathematics like Plato. 

He created an ethical theory called the 
‘doctrine of the mean’. It suggests that 
virtue lies between displaying ‘too much’ and 
‘too little’ of a particular feeling. E.g. fear 
and confidence are natural responses to 
danger. Displaying too much fear is cowardly; 
displaying too much confidence is rash.  We 
can use our reason to work out the right 
amounts so we act courageously. 

Read about Aristotle: 
http://www.philosophyslam.org/1_27.html  
 
 
	

Know thyself. 
	

The only thing I 
know is that I know 
nothing.	

Wise men talk because 
they have something to 
say; fools, because 
they have to say 
something. 

We are what we 
repeatedly do. 
Excellence, then, is not 
an act, but a habit.	

1. Our P4C question: Can you step in the 
same river twice?  (Heraclitus) 

Key word: ‘Philosophy’ means ‘love of wisdom’. 



 

Knowledge Organiser Questions for RP, Ancient Greek Philosophy Year 7  

Week 1 1. What is the question, ‘can you step in the same river twice’ about? 
2. Who asked this question? 
3. Why do you think they asked the question? 
4. What is your answer to the question? 
5. Why would someone else disagree with you? 

Week 2 1. Where did Socrates live? 
2. When was he alive? 
3. Can you explain the Socratic Method? 
4. Can you apply this method to your own question? 
5. How can these ideas be applied to your life? 

Week 3 1. Where did Plato live? 
2. When was he alive? 
3. Can you re-tell the allegory of the cave? 
4. Can you explain what the allegory of the cave is about? 
5. How can these ideas be applied to your life? 

Week 4 1. Where did Aristotle live? 
2. When was he alive? 
3. What is the doctrine of the mean? 
4. Can you apply the doctrine of the mean to your own example? 
5. How can these ideas be applied to your life? 

Week 5 1. What does ‘philosophy’ mean? 
2. Which of the philosophers did you enjoy learning about most? 
3. Why were their ideas interesting to you? 
4. How can you use their ideas in your life? 
5. What more do you want to know about them? (Can you research 
this?) 

Week 6 1. How do we make a good argument? 
2. Why can’t we say ‘just because’? 
3. What kinds of things can we tell people to help them understand our 
thoughts and opinions? 
4. How can we make room for many different ideas? 
5. How can we try and convince people of our way of thinking? 

 



PSHCE	Year	7	:	Autumn	1	

Week	1	Key	words		

Think	
Spot!	

Week	3	Key	questions		
	
•  What	are	some	of	the	differences	

between	manners	and	etiquette?		
•  What	does	it	take	to	be	successful?		
•  Who	is	the	most	successful	person	you	

know?		
•  What	does	resilience	mean?		

Week	5			Where	to	Go	for	Help	
Free	confidential	support:	
v  Childline	
•  www.childline.org.uk		
•  0800	1111	
v  NSPCC		
•  help@nspcc.org.uk	
•  0808	800	5000	
	

	 		
	
	
Week	4		
										Why	are	manners	important	in	society?		
•  Can	you	give	5	examples	of	good	

manners?		
How	would	you	answer	the	following	questions	
•  What	do	you	value?		
•  Why	do	you	value	it?		
•  Where	have	these	values	developed	

from?		

P
ersonal											S

ocial											H
ealth								C

itizenship						E
ducation	

Have	you	
completed	

your	
home	

learning?	

Determined:	Having	made	a	firm	decision	and	being	resolved	not	to	
change	it.	
Etiquette:	Rules	that	we	have	to	learn	for	specific	situations.		
Manners:	A	person's	outward	bearing	or	way	of	behaving	towards	
others.	Courtesy,	politeness	or	having	good	manners	are	all	about	
respecting	others	and	yourself.	
Values:	Qualities/principles/standards	of	what	is	important	in	life.	
Success:	The	accomplishment	of	an	aim	or	purpose	

Welcome	to	the	PSHCE	department	
PSHCE	education	lessons	are	just	one	place	where	we	can	think	about	things	
that	are	important	to	each	of	us,	and	how	we	live	in	the	world	.	As	well	as	
learning	about	different		topics,	PSHCE	education	is	also	about	doing	things	
like;		
Learning	with	each	other,	learning	from	each	other,	bringing	your	own	ideas	
and	thoughts,	sharing	them	together	and	listening	to	each	other.		
	
		Lesson	Content		
1)  Introduction	to	PSHCE		
2)  What	do	I	value	and	why?	
3)  Manners		
4)  Etiquette	
5)  What	does	it	take	to	be	successful?		
6)  To	understand	how	positive	and	negative	thinking	affects	me	and	my	

actions.	

	

Week	2		Case	Studies		
Why	would	some	describe	these	people	as		being	‘successful’?	What	have	
they	achieved?		
	
Edward	Jenner,	Florence	Nightingale,	Albert	Einstein,	Thomas	Edison,		
Wolfgang	Amadeus	Mozart,	Malala		Yousafzai.		
Who	would	you	add	to	this	list?	



 

Knowledge Organiser Questions for  PSHCE  Personal development Year 7   

Week 1 1. What do we mean by etiquette?  
2. What does the term values mean?  
3. Can you give an example of etiquette from a different country?  
4. What does determination mean?  
5. What does success mean to you?  

Week 2 1. How does Edward Jenner’s findings impact us today?  
2. What made Florence Nightingale so successful?  
3. List three of Albert Einstein achievements. 
4. What did Thomas Edison invent?  
5. How does  Malala Yousafzai inspire young people today?  
 

Week 3 1. What are some of the differences between manners and 
etiquette?  

2. Can you give 5 examples of good manners?  
3. What does it take to be successful?  
4. Who is the most successful person you know?  
5. What does resilience mean?  

 
 

Week 4 1. Why are manners important in society?  
2. What do you value?  
3. Why do you value it?  
4. Where have these values developed from?  
5.   Do you think that a wealthy person is a successful person?  

 
  

Week 5 1. What does NSPCC stand for?  
2. What are some of the issues the NSPCC can support you with?  
3. What is the number for Child line?  
4. Give 3 facts about Childline. 
5. Is Childline a confidential service?  

 



   

Keyword Definition  

Freeze frame  To do a freeze frame successfully you need to be still, have levels, and 
have interesting gestures and facial expressions.  

Thought 
tracking  

Freezing the action and revealing the character’s inner thoughts 
directly to the audience.  

Role play  This is where we bring the action to life and start acting out a 
scene. People will take on specific roles like the mum, dad, child.  

Stage 
directions  

Emotion or movement in the text- they are put there to help the 
actor act out the scene. 

Flash 
back/forward 

Where we go back in time/or to the future to see what has happened 
in the story 

SIR/TIR  Students in role – Teachers in role for a whole class improvisation  

Narration  This is where you give information of the story to the audience. It is 
usually used to move forward a passage of time or to describe an 
important event that has happened.  

Transition To make a transition successful, you must move the chairs in silence, 
place them all at the same time, cover the moving of chairs with 
thought tracking or narration, do not move the chairs once they are 
down, and start the action straight away once everything is in place.  

Allegory An allegory a story, poem, or picture that can be interpreted to 
reveal a hidden meaning, typically a moral or political one. It is 
used in drama by using fictional places and characters to make a 
comment on something more serious in the real world.  

Year 7 Drama – Knowledge Organiser – Divided 

Planet 

Follows the story of planet that is separated by a hot 

side and a cold side.  

 

B 
A 

C 



Questions about keywords – Section A Questions about the PEE – Section B 
1. Name the four things you must do to create a 

successful freeze frame.  
2. If the answer is ‘to bring the scene to life’ what is the 

keyword? 
3. What is the definition of thought tracking? 
4. Why is it important to follow the stage directions?  
5. Why is a flashback useful for the audience? 
6. Give two reasons why we use narration.  
7. Name five ways to make a transition successful. 
8. Why is it important to practise transitions to make 

them under 10 seconds? 
9. What is the definition of an allegory? 
10. Why is an allegory effective for the audience?  

1. What does PEE stand for? 
2. Which section needs to be the longest? 
3. What statement best describes a PEE: 

a) It is a paragraph that explains drama keywords 
b) It is used to evaluate drama performances  
c) It describes how we used a technique in the lesson and 

evaluates if it was done effectively or not 
4. Write your own PEE on thought tracking, using the one in 

section B to help you.  
5. Write your own PEE on using a transition.  
6. Write a PEE on your final performance about whether 

you effectively used an allegory.  

Questions about the Divided Planet story – Section C 
1. Name two characteristics of the hot side.  
2. Name two characteristics of the cold side.  
3. What are the differences between the two sides? 
4. What are the similarities? 
5. How would you act like a character from the hot side? What would you do with your voice and movement? 
6. How would you act like a character from the cold side? 

What would you do with your voice and movement differently from the hot side? 
7. Why might the two sides not like each other? 
8. Divided Planet is an allegory, why do you think that is? How do you think it is making comment on something that 

happens in the real world? 
9. Can you think of any other allegory stories? 

   

  



 Music Department              ELEMENTS OF MUSIC 
 
1 PITCH                                                                       2 DURATION                                                                                  3  KEYBOARD LAYOUT

               6 THE ELEMENTS OF MUSIC                                                                                      

 4 INSTRUMENTS OF THE ORCHESTRA - TIMBRE                    5 LAYOUT OF THE ORCHESTRA 

                                                                                                     

Strings Woodwind Brass Percussion 

Violin  
Viola 
Cello 
Bass 
Harp 

Clarinet 
Flute 
Oboe 
Bassoon 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Horn 
Trumpet 
Trombone 
Tuba 

Timpani 
Cymbals 
Triangle 
Xylophone 
Tambourine 

TO FIND ‘C’ ON THE KEYBOARD WE FIND THE 2 BLACK 

NOTES THEN ‘C’ IS TO THE LEFT OF THOSE TWO BLACK 

NOTES.   The MUSICAL ALPHABET IS ‘C D E F G A B’. 

 ‘C’               TWO BLACK NOTES 

 

 

                            Elements of Music 

Pitch Low and high notes 

Rhythm A pattern of Beats 

Timbre The tone colour of an 
instrument 

Duration The length of notes 

Structure How music is put 
together 

Dynamics Loud and quiet (volume) 

Tempo 
 

Speed of the music 

 

4 

2 

1 

1/2 



Knowledge Organiser Questions for MUSIC ‘ELEMENTS OF MUSIC’ YEAR 7 AUTUMN TERM 1 

Week 1 

Box 2 

1. How many beats does a semibreve last for? 

2. How many minims make a semibreve? 

3. If we add two minims and 4 crotchets what do we get? 

4. How many crotchets do we need to fill a bar in 4/4 time? 

5. If we join two quavers together how many beats do we have?  

Week 2 

  

Box 4 

1. Name 4 instruments in the Strings section of the orchestra. 

2. Name 4 instruments in the Woodwind section of the orchestra. 

3. Name 4 instruments in the Brass section of the orchestra. 

4. Name 4 instruments in the Percussion section of the orchestra. 

5. What is the name of the person who leads the orchestra? 

Week 3 

 

Box 1 

 

1. What are the names of the notes on the lines of the treble clef stave? 

2. What are the names of the notes in the spaces of the treble clef stave? 

3. What are the names of the notes on the lines of the treble clef stave? 

4. What are the names of the notes in the spaces of the bass clef stave? 

5. What is another name for melody? 

Week 4 

 

Box 5 

1. Who sits to the left of the conductor in an orchestra? 

2. Who sits behind the strings in the middle of the orchestra? 

3. Who sits behind the woodwind in an orchestra? 

4. Where do the percussion sit? 

5. What is the purpose of a conductor? 

Week 5 

 

Box 3 

1. How do we work out where ‘C’ is on a keyboard? 

2. What is the musical alphabet? 

3. Which note is to the left of ‘C’ on a keyboard? 

4. Which notes do not have black notes between them? 

5. Which side of the keyboard are the lower notes? 

Week 6 

 

Box 6 

1. Explain what dynamics are.  

2. Explain what tempo is. 

3. Explain what texture is.  

4. Explain what structure is. 

5. Explain what rhythm is.  



YEAR 7 TEXTILES – POP ART CUSHION

A. KEY EQUIPMENT & MATERIALS

Fabric Shears Fabric shears are specifically 
used to cut fabric. The blades 
must be 15-20cm long to give a 
smooth cutting motion. Cutting 
paper with them will make the 
blades blunt. 

Needles Needles come in various sizes. 
The right size or type is chosen 
based on the type of thread 
you want to use. There is a 
sharp point at one end and the 
other has an “eye” that the 
thread is placed through. 

Pins Dressmakers pins are usually 
thin, about 2-3cm long, sharp 
at one end with a “head” at the 
other. They are used to 
temporarily hold two or more 
layers of fabric together when 
cutting or sewing.   

Embroidery 
Thread

Also known as embroidery floss 
or stranded cotton. Size strands 
of thread are twisted together 
and it is used to sew by hand 
decoratively 

Tailors Chalk Tailors chalk is used to mark 
out where you want to sew or 
cut fabric. It is available in 
different colours and was 
traditionally used by tailors. 

C. KEY WORDS

• Analysis: Examine something in detail, in 
order to explain and interpret it. 
• Appliqué: One shape of fabric is sewn on top
of another piece of fabric, it can be attached 
using hand embroidery or by using the sewing
machine.
• Hand Embroidery: A thread and needle are 
used to sew shapes and patterns onto fabric by 
hand
• Evaluate: Assessing the strengths and 
weaknesses of something. 
• Fabric Painting: Fabric paint is used to paint 
directly onto fabric. When dry it needs to be 
heat set with an iron so it does not come off. 
• Paper Pattern: Is a template used to draw 
and cut around, which is in the shape required. 
Usually made from card.
• Seam: A line where two pieces are sewn 
together. 
• Seam Allowance: Is the area between 
stitching and the raw cut edge of the fabric. It 
allows a seam to be made and the standard 
measurement is 1.5cm.

D. HEALTH & SAFETY

1. Always remove your blazer & tie long hair back when completing practical activities
2. Ensure that you hold fabric shears and scissors by the handle, carrying them down by 

your side
3. Wear an apron when you are using fabric paint or dye
4. Do not talk when you are using a sewing machine, you must concentrate. Do not 

distract others on machines. 
5. Be careful with pins and needles. Make sure they are put away and not left on tables
6. Do not use an iron without supervision. 
7. Switch off equipment when you have finished.

Fabric Paint
1. Draw your 
image lightly 
onto fabric. 
2. Dilute the 
paint slightly. 
3. Paint the 
outline and 
then fill in the 
space. 
4. Paint in the 
same direction.
5. Wait for 
colour to dry 
before adding 
the next.  

Applique & Hand 
Embroidery
1.Cut out shape in 
felt.
2.Pin the shape to 
base fabric. 
3. Thread a needle 
& knot the end. 
4. Start from the 
underneath and 
sew around the 
edge with a 
running stitch.
5. Take the thread 
to the underneath 
& knot.  

B. DECORATIVE TECHNIQUES



Possible Tasks & Questions to Help Support Your Learning

Section A – Answer the questions

1. Why should fabric shears not be used for cutting paper? 

2. What is the eye for in a needle? 

3. What is another name for embroidery thread? 

4. What is a pin used for? 

5. What is tailors chalk used for? 

6. Draw a needle

Section B – Answer the questions

1. What’s the fabric called that the applique shape is pinned onto? 

2. Where do you start the sewing when creating an applique with hand embroidery?

3. Why do you need to knot the embroidery thread before sewing? 

4. What would you use to draw the image lightly before painting? 

5. Why should you paint in the same direction when fabric painting?

6. Why should you wait for one colour to dry before adding the next when painting? 

Section C – Complete the missing words or descriptions

1. Analysis

2. Assessing the strengths and weaknesses of something. 

3. Is the area between stitching and the raw cut edge of the fabric. It allows a seam to be made and the standard measurement is 
1.5cm.

4. Hand Embroidery

5. One shape of fabric is sewn on top of another piece of fabric, it can be attached using hand embroidery or by using the sewing
machine.

6. Paper Pattern

Section D – Answer the questions

1. Why should you wear an apron when fabric painting? 

2. How should you carry fabric shears or paper scissors? 

3. Why should you not talk to people who are using sewing machines? 

4. What do you need to remove when completing practical activities in the Textiles workroom? 

5. Why should you be supervised when using the iron? 

6. What do we need to do when we have finished using the sewing machine or other electrical equipment? 



 

SHT 

C: Keywords 
 finger joint: a joint used in woodworking which 

looks like interlocking fingers 
 pine: a type of softwood 
 acrylic: a type of plastic 
 template: a pattern used to help cut material        

accurately 
 evaluation: assessing the strengths and      

weaknesses of something 
 analysis: a detailed examination of something 
 properties: how we describe materials e.g. 

rigid,  flexible, rough, smooth, shiny, matt etc. 

D: Health and Safety 
 listen to your teacher’s instructions 
 always wear an apron 
 long hair should be tied back 
 don’t use any equipment you have not been 

shown how to use by your teacher 
 always stand up during practical lessons 
 always carry tools pointing downwards 
 only use the stop button in an emergency 
 work quietly 
 be sensible and careful at all times 

Year 7 Design and Technology: Product Design 

A: Tools and equipment 

Name  Picture  What it is used for 

Steel 
rule 

 An accurate tool 
for measuring and  
marking out. 

Try 
square 

 A tool used to 
check and mark 
right angles on 
wood or plastic.  

Tenon 
saw 

 A hand saw with a 
stiff back used to 
cut straight lines in 
wood. 

Coping 
saw 

 A hand saw used to 
cut curves and  
complex shapes in 
wood and plastic. 

File 
 Used to shape or 

smooth the wood, 
metal or plastic. 

Rasp 

 A coarse (rough) 
form of file used 
for coarsely  
shaping wood, 
metal or plastic. 

Glass 
paper 

 An abrasive paper 
that is used to 
smooth the edges 
or surface of wood. 

B: Step by step instructions: How to make a  
finger joint 

Step 1: Hold the two 
pieces of wood together 
as shown. Mark a line on 
both pieces of wood 
with a pencil. 

 
 
 
 
Step 2: Measure 30mm 
from each side and 
draw two lines as shown 
using a try square. 
 

Step 3: Using a tenon 
saw, cut along the lines 
you have drawn. 
Remember to cut on the 
waste side of the line. 

Step 4: On one piece of 
wood cut off the  
outside corners using a 
tenon saw. 
 

Step 5: On the other 
piece of wood cut out 
the centre piece using a 
coping saw. 

Step 6: File your finger 
joint until the two 
pieces fit together 
neatly. 

Revision Checklist  

I know the health and safety rules   

I can name the tools and draw them without 
looking at the pictures 

 

I can explain what the tools are used for  

I can explain how to make a finger joint  

I can spell the keywords and know what they 
mean 

 



 

SHT 

Possible questions to help support your learning  

Section A: Tools and equipment 
 

1. Which saw would you use to cut out a square? Why? 
2. Would it be better to use a rasp or a file to remove a lot of wood quickly? 
3. Which saw is good for cutting curves and complex shapes? 
4. Explain what a tri square is used for. 
5. Which tool is used for measuring and marking out? 

Section B: How to make a finger joint 1. Explain how to mark out the finger joint on the wood. 
2. Why is it important to cut on the waste side of the line when making the finger joint? 
3. Which saw is used to cut the straight lines of the finger joint? 
4. Explain how to cut out the centre piece of the finger joint. 
5. Explain how to make the two pieces of wood fit together accurately. 

Section C: Keywords 1. What is a finger joint? 
2. Name a type of softwood and a type of plastic. 
3. When  would you use a template in your project work? 
4. Name three properties of acrylic? 
5. Why is it important to evaluate your project work? 

Section D: Health and Safety 1. How should you carry tools in the workshop? Why? 
2. What should always be worn in practical lessons? Why? 
3. Explain when the stop button should be used. 
4. How must you behave in practical lessons? Why is this important? 
5. Where should the chairs be during practical lessons? 



Year 7 FOOD PREPARATION 

SECTION C   CHOPPING BOARDS 
Which colour – which food? 

WHITE  
DAIRY 

GREEN  
VEGETABLES / FRUIT 

BLUE- 
FISH 

SECTION E      Are you washing up correctly? 

Use a sponge to scrub food off with 
washing up liquid and warm water 

Rinse off soap off with warm water 
Use a tea towel to dry equipment 

Use a dish cloth to wipe the 
surfaces 

RED 
RAW MEAT 

SECTION D      PERSONAL HYGIENE:  
ARE YOU READY TO COOK? 

• Hair must be tied back 
• Bags and blazers to  be 

stored away in a safe place 
• Roll up sleeves 
• Always wear an apron 

when cooking 
• Wash and dry hands 

thoroughly 
• Remove jewellery/ varnish 

SECTION B 
Bacteria 

(Germs) Sometimes harmful 
and can cause food poisoning 

4 Cs Four simple rules to keep food 
safe and prevent bacteria 
multiplying 
Cleaning:  wash your hands 
properly 
Cooking:  make sure you cook 
food properly to avoid being ill 
Chilling:  Store foods at correct 
temperature 
Cross contamination:   keep 
raw meat and cooked food 
apart. 

Cross 
Contamination 

Can occur when bacteria is 
spread from one place to 
another eg raw food to cooked 
food or old food on equipment 

Hygiene Keeping yourself and your 
surroundings clean, in order to 
prevent illness or the spread of 
diseases. 

SECTION A 



SECTION AND TOPIC Year 7 FOOD QUESTIONS 

SECTION D 
FOOD HYGIENE AND SAFETY 

1. Identify three things you should do to prepare yourself for a food practical 
2. What must you always wear when cooking? 
3. Why is it important to o ensure that you work hygienically? 
4. What needs to be rolled up before cooking?  Give a reason for this.  
5. Why must bags and blazers be stored in a safe place? 

 

SECTION B 
FOOD SAFETY 

1. Name each of the four Cs.  Can you also explain why they are important? 
2. What happens if you cook food properly? 
3. What type of foods need to be kept apart? 
4. How can you prevent illness or the spread of diseases 
5. How can you ensure food is stored at the correct temperature? 

 

SECTION A 
EQUIPMENT 

1. Describe how five pieces of equipment are used 
2. Give examples of types of foods the pieces of equipment are used for 
3. Name the pieces of equipment that are used to measure.   
4. Suggest examples of ingredients that they could be used to measure 
5. What equipment could you use to make cheese straws? 
6. Choose three pieces of equipment and describe how you would use it 
7. Create three health and safety rules for the equipment you could use to make cheese straws.  

 

SECTION E 
WASHING UP 

1. What should you use to scrub off food? 
2. What temperature should the water be when rinsing 
3. Should a type of soap be used?  What type? 
4. Describe how you rinse equipment. 
5. What is the best type of cloth to use when wiping surfaces? 

 

SECTION C 
CHOPPING BOARDS  

1. Name some three typical foods that should be used on each of the following chopping boards 
a) White 
b) Red 
c) Green 
d) Blue 

2. Why is it important to have different coloured chopping boards? 
3. Give two examples of how cross contamination can occur 

 



Week 2 - Keywords & Definitions 

Week  - 5 Computer misuse 

Copying and distributing copyrighted 

software, music and film. This includes 

copying music and movies with com-

puter equipment and distributing it on 

the internet without the copyright 

holder's permission. This is a wide-

spread misuse of both computers and 

the internet that breaks copyright reg-

ulations. 

Internet services such as chat rooms 

and email have been the subject of 

many well-publicised cases of imper-

sonation and deception where people 

who are online pretend to have a 

different identity. Rumours have been 

spread  about well known personali-

ties.  

Week 1 - Need to know 

Types of Cyber bullying:  

Harassment: Using text messaging, instant messaging and email to harass, threaten or 

embarrass the target. Impersonating someone: Developing a screen name that is similar 

to the victim’s screen name and then posting rude or hurtful remarks while pretending 

to be the victim. Creating Websites: Spreading rumours, lies or gossip about the victim 

online through websites or blogs.  

Week 3 –Cyberbullying 

Prevent Cyberbullying:  

Talk: Ask questions to 

learn what is happening, 

how it started, and who is 

involved.  

Report: Most social media 

platforms and schools have 

clear policies and reporting 

processes. If a classmate is 

cyberbullying, report it the 

school.  

Support: Peers, mentors, 

and trusted adults can 

sometimes intervene pub-

licly to positively influence 

a situation where negative 

or hurtful content posts 

about a child.  

Week 4  - Legislation 

The 1998 Data Protection Act was passed by 

Parliament to control the way information is 

handled and to give legal rights to people 

who have information stored about them.  

Copyright laws apply to material on computer 

as well as printed work. This means that you 

must credit any work that you download or 

copy from other sources. Even then, you may 

still have broken the law. It is illegal to copy 

entire books without a licence!  

Week 6 -  Key Skills 

 Set secure passwords for any sites 

 Make sure you are not sharing personal 

details  

 Inform parents or teachers about any 

incidents  

 Stay away from using any negative lan-

guage  

Computer Science -  E-safety– Year 7 

Week 3 - Malware 

Three Main Types of Malware:  

Virus–  A virus spread from one com-

puter to another through programs. It 

can work by slowing your computer 

down or in severe cases you could 

lose all your programs and docu-

ments. Trojan- A Trojan horse will 

actually pretend to be a useful and 

safe program but it actually will try 

and attack your device. Worms-  Du-

plicate and spread. However, they 

can do this hundred and thousands of 

times and infect other computers in 

minutes through email attachments. 

Phishing- Trying to trick someone in-

to handing over sensitive information 

through the use of emails.  



Knowledge Organiser: Homework Questions  

Week 1 Week 2 Week 3 

1) What is personal information? 

2)List examples of cyber bullying  

3)What do you do if you or someone you 

know is being cyber bullied?  

4)What websites can help you with advice?  

5)How would you inform parents of how to 

stay safe online?  

1) Define hacking  

2) What is a computer virus? 

3)List 4 symptoms of a computer virus?  

4)Define phishing  

5)What is Malware?  

1) what is notice, support and report?  

2) Provide ways to prevent hacking  

3) How can you secure social media profiles ? 

4) What is the legal age for most social media 

profiles?  

5) What prevention methods are there for 

malware?  

 

Week 4 Week 5 Week 6 

1)Impersonating someone can be breaking 

which law?  

2) what are the 8 principles of Data protec-

tion act?  

3) What is the computer misuse act?  

4) Who is the data controller ? 

5) What is the role of the information com-

missioner? 

1) What is a data subject? 

2) when buying software what does copyright 

forbid you to do?  

3) What steps do companies take for software 

piracy? 

4) What are the 3 main offences of computer 

misuse act? 

5) how ca you prevent email chat room 

abuse?  

1) Provide an example of a good security 

question?  

2) How does artificial intelligence help Insta-

gram with negative language?  

3) What is a security question and why is it 

used?  

4) What is email spam?  

5) What is a strong password, provide an ex-

ample 

 



Section	A	-	The	Formal	Elements	of	Art	
In	order	to	make	art	or	to	describe	art,	we	use	the	Formal	Elements	of	Art		

Key	Facts	
1.	 Ancient	 Mesopotamia	 is	
considered	to	be	the	First	Civilisation,	
by	archaeologists.	
	
2.	 The	 early	 Mesopotamians	
invented	and	developed	agriculture,	
which	 allowed	 them	 to	 stay	 in	 the	
same	place	and	build	the	world’s	first	
big	cities.	
	
3.	 To	 be	 able	 to	 organise	 and	 run	
these	 cities	 with	 order,	 the	
Mesopotamians	 invented	 and	
developed	 	 writing,	 mathematics,	
t h e	 whee l ,	 a r c h i t e c t u r e ,	
governments,	law,	etc..	
	
4.	 The	 most	 famous	 hero	 from	
Mesopotamian	 mythology	 is	
Gilgamesh;	a	strong,	but	hot-headed	
mortal	 who	 went	 on	 a	 journey	 to	
find	immortality.	

Ancient	Mesopotamia	was	
located	in	modern-day	Middle	East,	

between	the	rivers	Tigris	and	Euphrates.	
Mesopotamia	is	Greek	for	“between	rivers”	

Section	D	-	History	of	Art:	
ANCIENT	MESOPOTAMIA	

3100	–	332	BC	

How	to	draw	Realistically		
	
	1.	Drawing	Accurate	Shapes:	
Start	 by	 observing	 what	 you	 want	 to	
draw	 really	 carefully.	 Draw	 accurate	
copies	 of	 the	 shapes	 that	make	up	 the	
thing	you	want	to	draw.	
	
	2.	Drawing	the	Shadows:	
In	order	to	make	a	shape	 look	3D	(give	
it	Form),	you	must		add	a	range	of	tones	
to	it;	highlights,	mid-tones,	shadows.		

Section	B	-	Realistic	Art	
Realistic	 art	 is	 art	which	 represent	 images	of	
our	 everyday	world.	 The	 Formal	 Elements	 of	
Art	 are	used	discretely,	 to	 create	 the	 illusion	
of	a	real	object,	person	or	landscape.	

The	Formal	Elements	of	Art	

Line	 Shape	

Tone	 Texture	

Form	 Colour	

Primary	Colours:	
Red	
Yellow	
Blue	

	
	3.	Drawing	Textures:	
To	 make	 a	 drawing	 look	 even	 more	 realistic,	 you	 needs	 to	 create	
different	 textures	 that	 match	 those	 of	 the	 original	 thing	 you	 are	
drawing.		

Section	C	-	Colour	Wheel:	
Primary	Colours	

The	Primary	 Colours	are	 sets	 of	 colours	
that	 can	 be	 combined	 to	make	 a	 useful																

	 range	 of	 colours.	 The	 primary								
colours	 are	 those	 which	 	 cannot	 																
b e	 c r e a t e d	 b y	 m i x i n g	 o t h e r	 	 			
c o l o u r s 	 i n 	 a 	 g i v e n 	 c o l o u r																										
space.	

The	Great	Ziggurat	of	Ur	

Knowledge	Organiser:	Art	and	Design	-	Year	7	-	Autumn	1	



Section	E	-	ANCIENT	MESOPOTAMIA:	
Cylinder	Seals	

Section	A	
1.  Can	you	name	all	of	the	Formal	Elements	of	Art?	
2.  Which	formal	element	of	art	do	you	need	to	create	shapes?	
3.  Which	formal	element	of	art	would	you	ad	to	a	shape	to	turn	it	into	a	form?	
4.  Which	formal	element	of	art	describes	the	way	a	surface	looks	or	feels?	

Questions	for	Art	–	Y7	Aut1:	Formal	Elements	of	Art	
and	ancient	Mesopotamia	

Section	B	
1.  What	is	the	first	thing	you	need	to	do	when	drawing	an	realistic	picture?	
2.  What	is	the	second	thing	you	need	to	do		when	drawing	an	realistic	picture?	
3.  What	is	the	third	thing	you	need	to	do		when	drawing	an	realistic	picture?	
4.  What	should	you	always	do,	before	drawing,	to	make	your	drawing	look	as	close	to	

the	original	image	as	possible?	

Section	C	
1.  Which	is	the	world’s	first	civilisation?	
2.  Where	was	ancient	Mesopotamia	located	on	the	world	map?	
3.  Which	invention	meant	that	the	people	of	Mesopotamia	could	settle	in	one	region	

and	build	big	cities	and	develop	their	civilisation?	
4.  Can	you	name	at	least	four	important	inventions	that	the	people	of	ancient	

Mesopotamia	came	up	with?	
5.  Who	is	the	most	famous	hero	from	Ancient	Mesopotamia?	

Cylinder	Seals	facts:	
	
1.  Cylinder	 Seals	were	 a	 type	of	 stamp.	A	design	was	

carved	 into	 a	 cylinder’s	 surface	 and	 when	 rolled	
against	a	soft	surface	with	pressure,	the	seal	would	
leave	an	impression	of	the	design	carved	into	it.	

2.  They	 were	 invented	 around	 3500	 BC	 in	 southern	
Mesopotamia.	

3.  They	 are	 linked	 to	 the	 invention	 of	 the	 latter’s	
cuneiform	writing	on	clay	 tablets,	which	 is	 the	 first	
form	 of	 written	 language.	 Later	 examples	 include	
cuneiform	writing	on	them.	

4.  They	were	 used	 as	 a	 form	 of	 signature,	 as	well	 as	
jewellery	and	as	magical	amulets.	

Section	D	
1.  What	are	Cylinder	Seals?	
2.  When	and	where	were		cylinder	seals	invented?	
3.  What	are	they	linked	to,	which	is	really	important	for	communication?	
4.  Can	you	name	three	things	these	cylinder	seals	were	used	as?	




